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L IX .  Theorem.~ for the Summation of progressional Series. By 
_Mr. JA r~s  BE~WELL .  
To Dr. Tilloch. 
Sin, - -  1 HaVE to beg the insertion in your Journal of the fol- 
lowing collection of Theorems, being the algebraic expressible 
st, ms of the different orders of progressional series respectively 
enumerated and corresponding therewith. The doctrine and 
summation of series is a branch of analytics, it is well known, 
which involves some peculiar difficulties; and the business of in- 
vestigation requires similar and varied artifices of computation 
to be employed, since of the methods and principles devised for 
the purpose, none of them can be so much generalized as to 
embrace a ready and immediate xtension on all occasions indis- 
criminately. It is chiefly, or rather solely, by dedueingahe limits 
and sums of certain orders and forms of series, and by a compa- 
rison of the means used, that we are enabled successfully to ex- 
tend and pursue the same in any new track where the eonse- 
quences flowing from their composition and resolution are least 
of all allied and predicable. The theory of series is one likewise 
not very characterized for the precision of its logic ; prejudices 
in favour and against he metaphysics of it still exist, and prevail 
with nearly equal force, and these by time alone can be rectified 
and adjusteeL 
Now, as preliminary, making x - -1  = v, xn - l=  xm~ n the 
number of terms of the series to be deduced ; - - then for the 
series 
l+2x- '+  5,x -: +8x-3  . . . .  (3n - -4 )x  -m to n, terms, 
the general expression is v ~ and this 
by instituting the condition of vanishing quantities in the Sense 
1 
--. (2~+ I) 
convened usually becomes for the limit of infinity v 
v 
The sum of the series 
1 +2x"  +Tx-~+ 15x -3 . . . .  {(3n~--Sn+2)x "m 
3 + v . - -m.  -m v *.oft 
is -T-'(~-~ )+~+v:-(~,+l)~ --.~(3n~+~,)x 
Here the limit of infinity will arise when all the terms affected 
by m are feigned practically evaneseentj and the same is to be 
implied of all the succeeding cases. 
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266 Theorems for the Summation ~'progressional Series. 
For the series 1 + 2x- '  +5,v  -~ + 9x-'  , . . .  ½ (n2+n--2)x'm~ 
Of 1 + 2x- '+  6x "~ + 12x-~ . . . . .  (n ~-  n)x--m, 
Of 1 -(- 2x -~ + 6x  "~ + 11 x-~ . . . . .  { (n ~ + 3n- -  6)x -'~, 
V (~'-~) +v-v -nz  --~(n +5n--2)~ 
IS  - - .  va 
Of 1 + 2x-' + 7x -~ + 14x"~ . . . . .  (n ~ --  2)x "~, 
_~(~__~)-m + 1 -m -m + v~--(2n + l ) x  --v(n~+2n--l)~ " 
,, , m . . . .  . 
- I/3 
Of x- '  -]- 6x -z + 15x -~ + 28x-* . . . . . .  (2n 2 --  n)x "n, 
4+v -n -n  
- -  (z--~') - - -4{n+l )x  --v(2n~ +3n+ 1)x "n  
~)2 
Of 1 +5x- '+10x- '+  16x "~ . . . .  ~(n~+5n+4)x -ra, 
c -  
Of I + 5x-'  + 16x -~ +33x-4  . . . . . (3n ' - -4n  + l)x'm, 
6 -m ~ ~ -rrt, 
Of 1 +7x- '  + 19x-~+37x -~ . . . . . . .  (3n : - -3n+ 1)x "~, 
(x- -x)  + 3x . - - (6n  + 3)x  - -v (3n  + 3n)x"m 
o 
Of 1 + 2x-'  + 9x -~ + 24x-~ + 50x4 . . . . .  ½(n ~-u~)~''~, 
(x - -z )  +z +v:~--x.-.-(gn + -v(sn'~+Tn+2+v(n~+2~+n)x)-m" 
v " 2 
Of 1 +7~- '  + 16x-~+27x -3 . . . . .  (n '+4n- -5 )~ "~, 
V~ 
Of 
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Theorems for the Summation of progressional Series. 
Of 1 + 2z -~ + lOx-*+3Ox-~ + 68-4 . . . . .  (m 3 + m)z'-m~ 
267 
va 
Of 1 + 3x -~ + 16x -~ + 45a-4 . . . . . .  (n 3 - -n  ~-n  + 1)x "~, 
6-t-4'v ~ ..-m ~ ' -n~ 
v (ce--x)  +v3- -vx - - (6n+6- l -v (gnent -7n+3)x  ....V~(na.l.2n,)x 
v3 
Of 1 + 4x=' + 13x -~ + 26x=~ . . . . . . . . .  (2n 2 -n -2 )x  -~, 
4x -~ , %,,,- ~ • 
--~---(x--x) +l-~-v (4n--]- l)~' , - -v(2n -~ 3n- -1 )x  
v 2 
Of 1 +5x- '  + 13x-2+25x -) . . . . . . .  (2n~--2n+ l)x-"~ 
T(x--~9 +w--4nx ,(2~+ en+a)~ 
v"- 
Of x"n +3x '~ + Sx-1 . . . . . .  (2n- - l )x - ' ,  
Va 
Of x-~+2X-m + 3x -t . . . . . .  (nx-'), 
V a 
Of x"~4x "~ + 9x  4 . . . . . . . .  (n~x -~) ,
n~v+ ~---(2n--1) ~+~- '~ 
?) ~ V .  ~2 
Of x~ +3x-m +6x -t . . . . . .  ~(n~-{-n) "x-', 
2 '~ I) • 
V ~ 
Of the series x -~ + 8x -m + 27x "4 . . . . . .  (n3x-'), 
vUn(n ~' l ):--3Vv°-""'(2n¢'~-n)v°'--$"~-("'3n--1)v-~- x'm"~- 2x'rt  ~-- W.  
?)3 
Of x'-~+9x-m+36x -t . . . . . . .  (-~ (n~+n))~x-', 
¼(n e -~-3n + 2)e - -W- - (n  + 1)3 
Of x -~ + 9x -'~ + 25x 4 . . . . . .  (2n--  l) ~x-'~ 
v~( 2n-{.-1)u--S( nv + x)-nx.--vex-n-}- Sz 
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268 Proposal of an Apparatus for _Flying 
Of xm+6x I +21# . . . . . . . . .  (4n2--5n), 
- , vx +Sv- -2vx  - -8n- -v (4n  +3n+~)  
v 
¢z 
0 f x-' + 6x -~ + 18x "~ + 40x-~ . . . . . .  { (n~ + n ~) x-~, 
The investigatiou of the foregoing series could not well be 
given here, either wholly or in an abridged state, as that would 
necessarily occupy much too considerable space, though it may be 
remarked that the method adopted and followed is very compre- 
hensive and general in its application. I am, sir, 
Your very obedient humble servant, 
Ad¢c Terrace. JAMES B. BENWe.LL. 
LX. Propoml for an Apparatus for Flying @ means of Motion 
o~dy. By A COt,,RESrO~D~'r. 
To Dr. Tilloch. 
s,a,-T.E study of a~rostation has hitherto been rather a 
subject of curiosity or amusement than of any real usefulness. 
The great expense attending the equipment of such an apparatus, 
as well as the extreme difficulty, next to impossibility, of guiding 
it through the atmosphere, have all. along operated aspowerful 
obstacles in turning it to any useful purpose. 
To remedy the latter inconvenience, an ingenious contrivance 
has been proposed by Mr. Evans, and published in yout" Maga- 
zine v. There are different ways, 1 believe, in which a balloon 
might be conducted through the air, were it.not for the weight 
of the materials employed. One of the most obvious wouM be 
to have a set of vanes or sails similar to those of a common wind- 
mill or smoke-jack attached to a horizontal axis, which being 
conuected with the balloon, and turned swiftly round, would tend 
to push the whole in the direction of that axis. The huge bulk 
of the balloon, however, must always encounter much resistance 
from tbe air through which it attempts o force its way. 
If such an axis with vanes as has just been mentioned, but de- 
tached fi'om any balloon, were held in a vertical position and 
turned round with sufficient velocity in the proper direction, it 
would, fi'om the "reaction of the air, have a tendency to ascend ; 
and if revolving with such a velocity that the disposition to ascend 
Vol. xlvii, p. 429. 
might 
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